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Nkemdiche brothers Students, faculty organize discussion
face $2 million lawsuit regarding Meredith statue incident
pha fraternity house at the time
of the incident but did not make
an arrest because it was unknown
A civil lawsuit was filed Feb. who hit Baird.
14 against University of Missis“When this alleged incident
sippi football players Denzel and occurred, the proper authoriRobert Nkemdiche. The plaintiff, ties investigated the matter and
Matthew Baird, is alleging that could find no evidence of wrongthe Nkemdiche brothers, along doing related to Denzel and
with five other unRobert Nkemdiche
named male suspects
or any other memalso on the football
bers of our football
team, beat him unprogram,” Athletconscious at the
ics Director Ross
Kappa Alpha fraterBjork said in a pubnity house on Feb. 17,
lic statement made
2013.
on Tuesday. “This
Baird alleges that
is a personal matter
he was hit from befor them and we will
hind while leaving the
support Denzel and
fraternity party with
Robert while they
his girlfriend and his
defend themselves in
friend, criminal justice Denzel Nkemdiche this civil case.”
senior Ford Everett. The
Football head coach
single blow, alleged to be delivered Hugh Freeze issued a statement
by Denzel Nkemdiche, knocked on Wednesday regarding the lawBaird unconscious. Denzel, Rob- suit.
ert and the five unidentified men
“Having spoken with our playallegedly proceeded to “kick and ers after the event occurred and
stomp” Baird’s head
reviewed the incident
into the ground. Evreport, we are disaperett then “threw his
pointed these unwarbody on top of Baird
ranted
allegations
in order to protect
are being directed at
him,” after which
Denzel and Robert,
the seven men began
and they have the full
to “kick and stomp”
support of our team
Everett’s head.
as they fight this matDenzel,
Robert
ter,” Freeze said in
and the five unidenthe statement.
tified men left before
Baird is claimemergency vehicles
ing that he was hit
arrived and are alfrom behind with no
Robert Nkemdiche
leged to have been laughwarning and without any
ing and celebrating the
provocation on his part.
attack before leaving the scene, The filed complaint states that
according to the filed complaint. Denzel, Robert and the five unBaird was unconscious for 12 named men attacked Baird with
to 15 minutes and was escorted premeditation and the intent to
from the scene in an ambulance cause severe and harmful injury.
after having what is believed to
Mississippi lawyer Steve Farese
have been a seizure. He was later is representing the Nkemdiche
treated for a closed head injury. brothers and expects a “total
Everett suffered an injury to his denial” response to be filed next
middle ear and a burst eardrum. week in regard to Baird’s comBaird is seeking $2 million total plaint.
for compensatory and punitive
“To me, this is a complaint,”
damages, based on battery, inten- Farese said when questioned
tional infliction of emotional dis- about whether or not the case
tress and loss of future earnings.
would advance to something
The University Police Depart- more.
ment responded to the Kappa AlBY CATY CAMBRON
thedmnews@gmail.com
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Hope Owens-Wilson writes on a board Wednesday during a meeting to discuss the sullying of the James Meredith statue.

BY WALTER LYLE
wmlyle@go.olemiss.edu

Students, faculty and concerned Oxford community
members met Wednesday
night in Barnard Observatory to discuss the vandalism
of the James Meredith statue
that occurred this past weekend.
Senior African-American
studies major Hope OwensWilson organized the meeting that began with all in attendance taking time to write
down thoughts, feelings and
reflections.
Attendees were encouraged to express potential solutions, including proposals
such as requiring six hours of
African-American studies for
all students, installing more
video cameras on campus
and making diversity training
mandatory for the Associated
Student Body.
Jeremy Holliday, former

Black History Month panel: Voting Rights
Act of 1965

Lower the flag, raise a
new perspective

ASB senator and current
treasurer of the College Republicans at Ole Miss, said
that the situation must be
dealt with head on.
“We have to handle this as
individuals and try to make
sure situations like this do
not happen again,” Holliday said. “When you hear
someone use the ‘n-word,’
make sure they know it’s not
acceptable, so that way they
will understand it is not okay
to put a noose around the
very statue that represents diversity at The University of
Mississippi.”
The meeting was organized
by Owens-Wilson through
her Facebook and her parttime job at the William Winter Institute for Racial Reconciliation.
Owens-Wilson had planned
the first meeting for her student group One Mississippi
on Wednesday night, but
postponed it in light of the

statue incident.
Ruth Ball, president of the
Oxford-Lafayette
County
branch of the NAACP, shared
her thoughts with those in attendance.
“It’s a sad commentary on
a small group of students
that has not evolved to a consciousness that all men are
created equal and that everyone is the same in the sight of
God,” Ball said.
Owens-Wilson
proposed
that everyone in the meeting
formulate a “next step” in
the process of racism eradication. The students and faculty came up with the idea of
an open-air forum accessible
to students of all kinds to
freely discuss their opinions,
thoughts, and ideas concerning racism at The University
of Mississippi. While a date
has not been set, it was made
clear that the forum will happen soon as a preventative to
future racist incidents.
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COLUMN

Lower the flag, raise a new perspective

BY ADAM GANUCHEAU
dmeditor@gmail.com

I was on campus late Tuesday
night – so late that the only person I saw during my walk from
Bishop Hall to the Ford Center
was a custodial worker locking
the doors of the Student Union.
I deliberately visited James Meredith’s statue on my walk over. I
stood by, pondering the incident
and the protest events that have
transpired since. Something
caught my attention as I was
reading the plaque at the foot
of the statue: a whipping noise
echoing off the side of Brevard
Hall. I curiously walked around
the Lyceum. When I saw it, I
shuddered.
T H E D A I LY

MISSISSIPPIAN
The University of
Mississippi
S. Gale Denley Student
Media Center
201 Bishop Hall
Main Number:
662.915.5503
Email: dmeditor@gmail.
com
Hours: Monday-Friday,
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

How can we solemnly and
fully condemn a couple students
for hanging a Confederate flag
on the statue when fewer than
a hundred yards away, we fly
that same flag every single day?
How can we publicly denounce
acts that violate the university’s
creed of respect and dignity
and willingly stand by and subject our peers to a flag face that
has caused so much strife on our
campus and in our state?
The current Mississippi state
flag bearing the Confederate
“stars and bars” has to go. As
students at the flagship institution of the Magnolia State, we
have more than just an opportunity to take this stance – we
have the absolute responsibility
to. It will not start with the administration. It starts with us, the
student body at Ole Miss. This is
not merely a column – this is a
call to action.
We have a race problem. We
deal with not-so-isolated inci-

The Daily Mississippian is
published daily Monday
through Friday during the
academic year.
Contents do not represent
the official opinions of The
University of Mississippi
or The Daily Mississippian
unless specifically indicated.
Letters are welcome, but
may be edited for clarity,
space or libel.
ISSN 1077-8667

dents as they come, it seems, and
Thirteen years is a long time.
we will continue to do so. But we In the past decade, Mississippi
have an obligation to consider leaders have seemingly focused
what we can do right now to help on making amends for the state’s
alleviate some of the problems.
unfortunate and vast racial hisMississippi was close in 2001. tory. In 2011, we created the
Lawmakers chose to let the citi- Mississippi Freedom Trail, a culzens vote, and a replacement tural initiative to commemorate
state flag was conceptualized. the state’s Civil Rights heritage.
The vote was hardly close and In 2005, Mississippi Attorney
Mississippi citizens chose to keep General Jim Hood relentlessly
the current flag.
prosecuted former Ku Klux
That vote, which occurred Klan organizer Edgar Ray Kilnearly 13 years ago, is the bar- len for the murders of three Civrier that many people still hide il Rights workers in 1964.
behind today, and we need to
The University of Missisbreak down those barriers with sippi has made its fair share of
all the firepower we have.
progressive moves, as well. Both
If we have a problem with the Colonel Reb on-field mascot
placing a Confederate flag on and “Colonel Reb” homecoma black man’s statue, we should ing personality election title have
have a problem with letting been removed. The song “From
black students walk by a similar Dixie With Love,” a morphed
flag in the Circle every day. We arrangement of the songs “Dishould also take offense at the xie” and “Battle Hymn of the
few Confederate flags still hang- Republic” that the Pride of the
ing in dorm and fraternity house
See FLAG, PAGE 3
windows.

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all comments.
Please send a letter to the editor addressed to The Daily
Mississippian, 201 Bishop Hall, University, MS, 38677
or send an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no
longer than 300 words. Third party letters and those
bearing pseudonyms, pen names or “name withheld”
will not be published. Publication is limited to one letter
per individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade classification and major. All submissions must be turned in at
least three days in advance of date of desired publication.
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A look at the War on Drugs

BY TRENTON WINFORD
tgwinford@bellsouth.net

As anyone who has taken
even a high school-level economics class can attest, the
laws of supply and demand
are the most recognizable
terms related to the field. Yet
few people really understand
the applications of these
terms.
Most free markets are primarily demand-driven. That
means that where there is
demand, there will be supply. However, supply does not
necessarily create demand.
A prime example of this
is the United States’ war on
drugs. Many of the policies
that collectively make up this
war are aimed at curbing the
supply of drugs coupled with
failing policies aimed at the
demand. As a result, demand

has stayed about the same,
even increasing in some areas, while the supply has kept
pace, though the suppliers
have changed. As one supplier
gets removed from the market, through whatever means,
another supplier fills the gap.
This leads to the suppliers
adapting and getting better
and better at what they do. For
example, this past week, the
Drug Enforcement Administration discovered a nearly
500-foot-long tunnel across
the border used for smuggling
drugs into the country from
Mexico. The tunnel exists because the demand exists.
Policies aimed at the supply side of the drug problem
are needed, but they should
not be the priority. After all,
if there were no demand for
illicit drugs, there would not
be a supply.
So, what about the policies
in place that are intended to
decrease the demand? As it
turns out, the effect is negligible, and in fact, many are
having the opposite effect.

FLAG,
continued from page 2

For example, drug education
campaigns, such as “Just Say
No,” are actually increasing the demand for drugs in
some demographics. This was
pointed out before, in 1988.
Even worse, policies such
as mandatory sentencing and
three-strike rules are leading to increased incarceration rates, and the increased
expenditures that go along
with that. According to a
2010 study by Cato, almost
20 percent of state and local
judicial budgets are spent on
drug cases. This report estimates that the current war on
drug’s policies cost the government $41.3 billion each
year to implement. If you include potential tax revenues
that are forgone, that number
increases to $88 billion.
All of this shows that the
current system is broken and
in desperate need of reform.
Disagreement over what said
reform looks like is an issue,
though.
For some, an out-of-sightout-of-mind approach seems

211 S. LAMAR, OXFORD

Funk from Nola

GRAVY
FREE No Cover

The 30-minute show
is the oNly loCal
television newscast
generating news
directly to and for
ole Miss, oxford and
lafayette County.
Rebroadcast at 10 p.m.

Trenton Winford is a senior public policy leadership major from
Madison.

South Marching Band played
during athletic events, was
banned in 2009. Perhaps the
most pertinent university move
to race relations in the state of
Mississippi was the banning of
Confederate flags at athletic
events.
Let’s add to that list.
We are the state’s future
leaders. With that responsibility comes the responsibility for
progression. To make progress,
we must accept the duty to take
an objective look at our past to
determine what can be done to
better our future.
For a better future, we have
to spearhead this change. Start
petitions. Email the administration. Write your state and national Congressmen. Sure, it’s
a small battle in a large war, but
we have to start somewhere.
Can we really afford to sit
back and wait? We all know that
answer.
Let’s do this for Ole Miss and
Mississippi.
Adam Ganucheau is a senior journalism major from Hazlehurst.

662-236-0050

TONIGHT @ 9 PM

NewsWatch
5 p.m.
Monday
through
Friday
Channel 99

to be taken. As long as the
drug problem isn’t affecting
their worlds, then they see no
reason to change the policies.
This approach is common,
unfortunately, in most policy
issues.
To others, the best approach
is a step-back approach,
which is essentially legalizing
and treating certain drugs like
tobacco and alcohol while
treating the rest of the drugs
in a similar manner as they
are now, with lesser sentencing laws.
Obviously, ignoring the
problem is not the way to go,
but the latter approach does
not address the issues of demand.
While there may not be
a perfect solution out there
now, at the very least, our
elected officials need to take a
long, hard look at the war on
drugs. The status quo is hurting America and her citizens.

FRIDAY @ 9 PM

DEAD GAZE

with Primitive Theme Park
SATURDAY @ 9 PM
Fat Possum Recording Artist:

CAVEMAN
with Roadkill Ghost Choir
38342

THE BEST HIBACHI DEAL
IN OXFORD 2/19 & 2/20

1 Hibachi in our Hibachi Room

$

(also good for to go)

Buy one of the following hibachi meals and get the
2nd for $1 (equal or lesser value)

A) Hibachi Chicken  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
B) Hibachi Steak  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
C) Hibachi Salmon .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
D) Hibachi Vegetable .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
E) Combo of two of the above  .

$15 .25
$20 .25
$19 .95
$11 .25
$23 .50

(served with clear soup, salad, fried rice and hibachi vegetables)
Cannot be combined with any other coupons or specials.

Must present coupon

38268

Sun - Thurs: 11am - 10pm Fri - Sat: 11am - 10:30pm
1631 W. Jackson Ave. | Oxford | 662.236.7346

Hey You!
Make the most of each day.
Read The Daily Mississippian
in print and online.
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Former Ole Miss basketball star returns to finish degree
BY LOGAN KIRKLAND
ltkirkla@go.olemiss.edu

ADITYA KHARE | The Daily Mississippian

Johnny Neumann

Tri Delta

would like to congratulate

Heather Neilson

on becoming the
new Secretary for the

Associated Student
Body!
We are so
proud of you!

One former University of
Mississippi basketball star has
returned to play an entirely different game nearly 40 years after
leaving the university.
Ole Miss basketball icon Johnny Neumann, 63, is currently enrolled at the university in pursuit
of a degree.
Focusing on general studies,
Neumann intends to minor in
journalism, parks and recreation
and computer science.
Each minor has a quality that
will help him professionally after
graduation, Neumann explain,
whether it is sports writing from
journalism, leadership skills from
parks and recreation, or the technical assets from computer science.
“I waited to choose my minors
until I really found out which direction I wanted to go,” he said.
Neumann said people think he
is coming back to get the degree
for himself, but he has his priorities elsewhere.
“I’m doing it so other athletes
understand how important a degree is,” he said.
As a star athlete, Neumann
had many things given to him,
but he said if he had his degree
he could have worked at what he
wanted to do.
“If I had my degree right now I
could be coaching major college
basketball,” he said. “But, without my degree, I cannot coach.”
Neumann hopes to be a role
model for children because he
knows they will make mistakes
like he did when he was younger.
“It’s an opportunity to show
them that if they are an athlete
and they do have a degree they
can use them both in unison,”
Neumann said. “And that has a
tremendous impact on their future life.”
On financial aid, Neumann
said he has had to do everything
on his own. He said he would
not have been able to pursue his
degree without the help of for-

mer teammate Steve Farese and
friend Michael Joe Cannon.
Neumann’s former teammate
Farese said he is more than happy to help Johnny with his education.
“He was immature in college;
a lot of people are,” Farese said.
“He realizes the mistakes he
made.”
According to Farese, every
college should reward athletes
if they come back to finish their
education because of what the
athletes sacrifice and bring to the
university.
Farese is concerned that
schools are continuing to use athletes just for their own benefit.
He remembers working so hard
during practice that he would
be too tired to even eat, which
in turn caused him to struggle to
keep up with assignments.
“It’s a different animal,” Farese said. “I wish all universities
were required to help people like
Johnny.”
Neumann said he hopes that
coming back to get his degree
will bring positive publicity to
Ole Miss and other public universities.
“I was able to go back to my
school and gain my degree,” he
said. “I hope that it will show other schools to be more receptive to
athletes who want to come back
to school.”
After his father’s death, Neumann left school to become a
professional athlete, and he said
he has always felt like he let the
university down.
“That’s why I never really
came back to the university,”
Neumann said. “I should have.”
But being 63 and on campus is
not as weird as one would think,
yet when it comes to being in the
classroom Neuman holds back.
“Sometimes I won’t ask questions in class, but I’ll ask the
professor later,” Neumann said.
“There’s so many different kinds
of writing and so many different
things that didn’t even exist when
I went to school.”
Though classes can be tough,

but Neumann respects how each
teacher handles his or her setting.
He said he is especially impressed
with how journalism professor
Alysia Steele runs her class.
Steele, assistant professor of
Multiple Platform Journalism,
teaches Neumann’s journalism
102 class and said he is very engaged and vocal in her classroom.
“He gives a perspective that is
not the norm in the classroom,”
Steele said.
Even though she is hard on
him, Neuman understands she
wants him to succeed at his maximum potential. He said that is
the same principle he was familiar with in sports.
“She’s going to break you
down. She doesn’t want to, but
she’ll hit you with a 50 right away
to wake you up and say, ‘Hey,
you’re doing this wrong, Johnny,’” he said. “See, Ms. Steele,
she’s just like being a coach.”
On the first day of Steele’s class
Neumann gave a small speech
about the importance of education. Steele said it is good to see
someone like Neumann coming
back and being an example for
students. She said she hopes students will listen to him.
“I agree with Johnny, take advantage of what you have now
and learn everything you can
while you’re here,” Steele said.
Neumann said students need
to take advantage of what each
unique professor has to offer.
“I don’t know if the students
will appreciate this until later in
life,” he said.
Neumann said there are pros
and cons for sharing his life experiences, as people might recognize all of the things he has
accomplished without his degree
and ask themselves if they need
their degree.
Though not everyone will be
blessed to have the same opportunities as him, Neumann said he
hopes students and athletes alike
will understand that it is more
than just life experiences that
come with a degree. A degree
See DEGREE, PAGE 5
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TONIGHT

COWBOY MARIO

Ladies
night
with the Mechanical Bull

NO cover for
ladies all night

$1 Miller and Coors Light

FRIDAY & SATURDAY SATURDAY

Mustache
the Band

COME WATCH
Ole Miss Men’s
Basketball
vs. Florida

@ 11am
120 South 11th Street
please drink responsibly

662.234.1411
38343
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Black History Month panel: Voting Rights Act of 1965

ANN MARIE HEROD | The Daily Mississippian

Delbert Hosemann, Leslie McLemore and Bill Rose speak after the discussion.

BY HEATHER NEILSON
hlneilso@go.olemiss.edu

The Overby Center for
Southern Journalism and Politics hosted a panel called “The

DEGREE,
continued from page 4
helps people fulfill their responsibilities as well.
The biggest inspiration Neumann had for coming back to
school was his 6-year-old daughter. Born perfectly healthy, Esmeralda later developed nephrotic syndrome, a rare kidney
disease.
“The main thing right now is
my little girl,” Neumann said.
“That’s why I originally returned
to America.”
Neumann went to coach the
Romanian national team, and
he said that out of the blue all of
the money he was supposed to
receive stopped.
“Then all of a sudden God hits
me upside the face,” Neumann
said. “You ain’t got no money,
you ain’t got no job, and you got
a sick daughter.”
His belief in God is very strong,
and after that series of events

Sanctity of the Vote” Feb. 19.
Panel members included the
Mississippi Secretary of State
Delbert Hosemann, former
state Republican chairman
Jim Herring, former president
Neumann knew what he was being told to do.
“Get back to America, and go
back to Ole Miss. Get your degree, and I’ll take care of you,”
Neumann said.
Neumann encourages students
to find a major that they enjoy
because they could be very gifted
at it.
“You have to be in a field or
profession that you love and is
not work,” he said.
Throughout his years away
from college, Neumann has met
a lot of great people, princesses
and presidents. He said out of all
these experiences, however, that
he could not be any happier being back in Oxford.
“It means much more for me
to be back in Oxford with all
these people that talked to me
and tried to steer me the right
way and help me when I have a
problem,” Neumann said. “This
is what life’s about.”

of the Jackson City Council
Leslie McLemore and Ole
Miss political science professor
Marvin King. The panel discussed the Voting Rights Act
of 1965 as well as voter identification.
Hosemann explained how
accessible it is to obtain an ID
and the type of identification
that can be used in its place. A
driver’s license or college student ID will suffice, he said.
King, however, is not in support of requiring voter ID.
“I don’t think we need voter
ID,” King said. “I think it is a
solution searching for a problem. You are 30 percent more
likely to be struck by lightning
than for someone to commit
voter fraud.
When Hosemann was asked
about his opinion on requiring
voter ID, his answer was very
different.
“It doesn’t matter what I
think,” he said. “What matters
is what the voters think. The
vote was 62 percent in favor of

Today’s
Hottest

&

Latest
Music

voter ID. The most important
person is the voter. This was
voted on by the population
with large support from both
Republicans and Democrats.
The Voting Rights Act of
1965 was signed by President
Lyndon B. Johnson during the
civil rights movement in order to prohibit discrimination
in voting. The act forbids any
literacy test and any state government to impose “qualification or prerequisite to voting,
or standard, practice, or procedure.”
The act also had unique enforcement provisions directed
at certain parts of the country
where the government thought
there might be a high risk of
discrimination.
“Jurisdictions covered by
these special provisions could
not implement any change
affecting voting until the Attorney General or the United
States District Court for the
District of Columbia determined that the change did not

have a discriminatory purpose
and would not have a discriminatory effect,”according to the
Department of Justice website.
The attorney general appointed a federal examiner
and federal observers for the
counties in need of “special
provisions.”
The Voting Rights Act has
been amended five times since
1965.
McLemore pointed out in
his initial address that Mississippi now has more black
elected officials than any other
state.
Hosemann also spoke about
his Election Day report. Each
Election Day, he posts on his
website to keep everyone updated and informed on what is
going on in Mississippi.
King closed by emphasizing
the importance of accessibility
in democracy.
“Democracy needs to be
more accessible, easier to be a
part of, more open and accessible to all people,” King said.

STRESSED?
The Psychological Services Center (PSC) can help!

PSC is offering a group to help individuals
reduce stress and better manage their daily lives!
The group will help members recognize
specific strengths they already have and use
those strengths more efficiently through group
discussions and interactions that will increase
their awareness, focus, and purpose

This group will meet 2 hours
once a week for 7 weeks
Starting the week of
March 3rd
$15 Participant Fee

Led by graduate
students in the
Psychology Department
and supervised by a
licensed psychologist

For more information:
Psychological Services Center
382 Kinard Hall • 662-915-7385

38269

ALPHA PHI ALPHA & ALPHA OMICRON PI

Spaghetti Dinner
Feb. 25th

BENEFITTING MORE THAN A MEAL
& THE ALPHA PHI ALPHA MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Ole Miss®
38260
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Feature photos: Students hold peaceful protest Tuesday

Students gathered at the James Meredith statue Tuesday
afternoon to peacefully protest the vandalism that occurred
Sunday morning.
Photos by Thomas Graning and Ignacio Murillo.

Delta Gamma

would like to congratulate our
members on their new positions:

Students…
When it’s URGENT, we’re HERE
No Appointment Needed.
Walk-ins Welcome.

Carly Eason-

Director of the Student
Activities Association!

Open 7 days a week 8am-7pm,
we’re here when it’s convenient
for YOU!

Kelly Savage-

Sick? Injured?
We’re here to help!

Attorney General for the
Associated Student Body!

Our emergency room trained staff is
equipped to handle all illnesses & injuries.

Over 90% of all
Insurance Plans accepted!

Madison White-

Treasurer for the
Associated Student Body!

You only pay a co-pay
when you visit!

662.236.2232

1929 University Ave.
OxfordUrgentClinic.com
38349
38346
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Marisol leaves audience asking, “What do you believe?”
BY ASHTON DAWES
acdawes@go.olemiss.edu

Ole Miss Theatre will present
“Marisol,” the third production
in its Breaking Boundaries season, tonight at 7:30. Directed by
Amanda Wansa Morgan, “Marisol” will rouse many questions
for its audience. Those brave
enough to see it may have to ask
themselves, “What do I believe?”
Set in New York City, “Marisol” follows a young Puerto Rican woman as she navigates a
post-apocalyptic scene, captive
as a result of celestial warfare.
Although the plot of the play is
relatively simple, its complexity derives from the dark themes
and difficult questions entwined
with the script.
“It’s provocative. It asks us
questions. It’s got elements of
humor. It’s got elements of
shock,” Morgan said. “It serves
as a vehicle to question what is
real and what is not.”
Marisol is riddled with tough
themes such as wavering faith,
blind trust, the importance of
relationships and the difference
between good and bad.
Jade Genga, a senior in the
BFA musical theatre program,
plays the role of Marisol.

“Marisol thinks she has been
neglected by God and angels
only to find out that she has been
protected all along,” Genga said
of her character. “In the play, she
no longer has that protection,
and the story is how she deals
with that.”
The character of Marisol is
onstage during the entire performance, and as such carries most
of the difficulties of her universe
on her shoulders throughout.
“This show is very in your
face,” Genga revealed. “It will
make the audience comfortable
and uncomfortable until they
realize all of the insanity that
happens in the show has reality
in it.”
“Marisol” contains adult language, adult situations and violence.
“Lots of violence,” Morgan
emphasized. “It’s definitely for
mature audiences only.”
Along with these warnings,
“Marisol” should come with the
warning of breaking all boundaries, just as the theatre season’s
theme suggests.
“There are a lot of events in
the play that seem unrealistic
and improbable,” Morgan said.
“In fact, these events happen in
the reality of the play but defi-

ASHTON DAWES | The Daily Mississippian

Ole Miss Theatre students perform during a dress rehearsal of Marisol.

nitely cross into what we hold as
conventional as human beings in
2014 and break that, too.”
“Marisol” is written in such a
way that not a single audience
member will be unaffected.
“Whoever sees this show
will realize that it breaks every
boundary that anyone could ever
want to break,” Genga said.
The show is both creative and
innovative in its design; the technical staff, design staff and actors

have all worked hard to bring a
larger-than-life performance to
the stage.
“’Marisol’ is a truly theatrical experience,” Morgan said.
“There are some plays that are
based entirely in reality, but this
is a play that really brings forth
everything one wants to get in
an evening in the theater. It’s unlike anything that you have seen
here on this campus. It creates a
unique theatrical environment.”

“Marisol” will show this weekend and run Tuesday through
next Sunday. Tickets can be purchased at the Ole Miss Box Office in the Student Union.
“I hope the audience comes
with an open heart and open
mind to see this show,” Morgan
said. “I want people to put aside
judgment and to listen. Theater
holds a mirror up to ourselves
and asks us questions. This piece
does exactly that.”

Thacker Mountain to host Willy Vlautin and others
BY VIRGINIA ENGLAND
vhenglan@go.olemiss.edu

Tonight at 6, Thacker Mountain Radio will welcome Willy
Vlautin, reading from his newest
book, “The Free,” along with a
musical guest list that includes
Loves It!, Scott Albert Johnson
and Kenny Brown.
Thacker features an eclectic
variety of authors and musicians
who perform live at Off Square
Books on Thursdays during the
fall and spring. The show is rebroadcast Saturday nights on
Mississippi Public Radio.
“Every week we work to bring
the audience something that feels

exciting and new that you will
not regularly see but still enjoy,”
producer Kathryn McGaw said.
Loves It! is composed of
Vaughn Walters and Jenny Parrott, a pair of songwriters from
Austin, Texas. With Walters on
guitar and Parrott on fiddle, the
band will be playing rock-folk
tunes from its latest album, “All
We Are,” which debuted Oct. 29.
“We started writing songs together in our spare time and we
used to say ‘loves it’ all the time
as slang for ‘I love it,’” Parrott
said. “We said if we have a band
we should call it that. The name
stuck and we kept writing songs
and kept practicing.”

Loves It! will kick off its twoweek tour with performances at
not only Thacker but also Ajax
starting at 8:30 tonight.
Songwriter and harmonica
player Scott Albert Johnson will
preview songs from his newest
album, “Going Somewhere,”
coming out this May.
“It is different from my first
album that came out in 2007,
five and half years ago,” Johnson
said. “I think every artist wants
to say they have progressed over
time, and definitely on the harmonica I can say I’ve done that. “
Johnson lived in many different
cities, such as New York, Washington D.C. and San Diego, be-

fore eventually moving back to
his hometown of Jackson. His
music is greatly influenced by the
state.
“Along with it being one of the
music capitals of the world, it is
also the storytelling capital of the
world, and certainly Oxford is a
big part of that,” Johnson said. “I
try to tell a story with every song.
There is a high value placed on
stories here, they are what make
people who they are.
“There has been a lot of turmoil here but a lot of courageous
people as well. This state has
been through so much trying to
win its way through justice and
harmony and a lot of culture

has come out of that saga. The
personalities are communal here
and one of the things we do is
make music together.”
The masses pour into Off
Square Books every week eager to hear the talented musicians and authors Thacker has
brought under one roof.
“We are lucky; the bookstore
is a unique venue,” McGaw
said. “We usually have standingroom-only crowd and that continues to grow. You can hear it
on the radio, but there is nothing
like hearing it live and that energy the audience brings is what
makes it work.”

Applications for 2014-2015 Editor in Chief
of The Daily Mississippian Available
Pick up an application at the
Student Media Center, 201 Bishop Hall.
Previous DM experience required.
Completed applications are due February 24, 2014
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Sudoku #1
1 8 9 7 2
2 4 5 6 3
3 1 5
6 2 8
2 4 1
1 9 6
4 8 7
8 3 4
7 5 9
7 6
4 9
8 3
5 7
9 5
6 2
3 1

Sudoku #3
8 7 5 2
2 6 9 4
1 4 3 7
8 9
2 5
4 1
7 6
1 8
6 3
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Sudoku #5
1 8 3 9
4 9 6 7
5 7 2 1
7 3 5 4
6 2 9 3
8 4 1 2
9 5 7 8
2 6 8 5
1 4 6

Sudoku #2
2 5 3 9
7 6 4 2
9 1 8 5
1 2 6 3
8 3 5 6
4 9 7 8
6 7 2 1
5 4 1 7
3 8 9 4

6 2

8
1

1
6
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Sudoku #4
3 4 5 9
8 9 2 6
6 1 7 8
4 5 8 7
1 2 6 3
9 7 3 5
7 8 9 4
2 6 4 1
5 3 1 2
Sudoku #6
6 3 9 5
5 8 4 1
2 7 1 8
9 6 3 7
4 5 8 9
1 2 7 6
3 9 6 4
7 4 5 2
8 1 2 3

1 7 6 4 8
3 8 9 1 5
6 4 2 7 3
9 4
2 7
3 6
5 9
8 2

7 5 8
4 9 1
2 1 5
8 3 4
9 6 3
5 2 7

9

7

4 2

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.
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Sudoku #7
5 9 8 6
6 7 2 3
1 3 4 9
8 4 5 1
3 6 9 2
2 1 7 5
7 8 1 4
4 2 3 7
9 5 6 8

6

7 2 8 6
4 1 3 7
5 3 9 2
1 6 2 9
9 4 7 5
2 8 1 4
3 5 6 1
8 9 5 3
7 4 8

5 4
1

3
6
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Diamond Rebs blank UT-Martin in first home game
BY MATT SIGLER
mcsigler@go.olemiss.edu

A four-run eighth inning
and four innings of two-hit
baseball from sophomore
right-hander Jacob Waguespack propelled the Ole Miss
baseball team to a 6-0 homeopening win over TennesseeMartin yesterday afternoon.
With the win, the Rebels improved to 4-0 overall, while
the loss dropped the Skyhawks to 0-4.
“It’s nice to win, but disappointed we didn’t play very
well,” Ole Miss head coach
Mike Bianco said. “Certainly,
didn’t play anywhere close to
the way we did this past weekend. I thought we looked a little nervous, one of the things
you worry about at the beginning of the season. We challenged the guys to not play
the way we did tonight.”
Through the first seven innings, there wasn’t much offense to see.
The Rebels were able to get
on the scoreboard in the third
inning when freshman second
baseman Dalton Dulin scored
on a wild pitch. From there,
things were pretty silent until
the seventh inning.
It looked like Ole Miss was
finally going to break the
game open when it seemed
as though senior designated
hitter Preston Overbey hit a
sacrifice fly that scored junior
left fielder Braxton Lee. The
Skyhawks tried to throw out
junior center fielder Auston
Bousfield out at third, but the
throw got away and Bousfield
also appeared to score on the
play.
However,
the
umpires
ruled a balk was called before the pitch, so Lee scored
and Bousfield was sent back
to third and Overbey back to
the plate. Then, Ole Miss was
unable to score any more runs
until the eighth when they finally broke it open.
First, Dulin knocked in a

IGNACIO MURILLO | The Daily Mississippian

Will Jamison slides safely into home past UT-Martin catcher Drew Erie during the game Wednesday.

run on a groundout. Following that, Lee increased the
lead to 4-0 with a sacrifice
fly. After Lee, Bousfield drove
in another run on a single
to center, and finally junior
catcher Will Allen capped the
scoring on an RBI groundout
to push the lead to 6-0.
Senior third baseman Austin Anderson was the most efficient hitter on the day, as he
went 2-for-3 with two walks.
Bianco was able to get a
look at six different arms on
the mound, but wasn’t particularly blown away with what
he saw.
“I thought on the mound
we weren’t sharp as well,”
Bianco said. “I don’t know
how many walks we ended up
with, but of course a (hit by
pitch) at the end too. So, we
certainly weren’t super sharp
on the mound either.”
Ole Miss was able to hold
UT-Martin to just four hits
and recorded seven strikeouts,
but the Rebels did walk five
Skyhawk hitters.
After Waguespack’s (1-0)

day was complete, five other
Rebel pitchers were able to
put in an inning of work.
Sophomore
right-hander
Preston Tarkington pitched
a perfect fifth inning and tallied a strikeout. Freshman
left-hander Evan Anderson
and senior left-hander Austin
Blunt each allowed a walk.
Junior right-hander Scott
Weathersby allowed a hit-bypitch, but he also recorded
three strikeouts in his inning
of work. Senior right-hander
Jeremy Massie gave up two
hits, but he also recorded a
strikeout and closed things
out.
“I thought Tark(ington)
pitched real well,” Bianco
said. “I thought Weathersby
was pretty sharp besides the
1-2 breaking ball when he
hit the guy. I thought Anderson for the first time out, it’s
tough. It’s tough for anybody
their first time out, but for his
first collegiate appearance, I
thought he looked sharp. But
again, I think there is more in
us.”

Next up for Ole Miss will be
a three-game series this week-

end against Georgia State beginning Friday at 4 p.m.

36636

ATTENTION 2014-15 applications are now available
The Ole Miss Editor

Rebel Radio Station Manager

NewsWatch Station Manager

Pick up applications at the Student Media Center, 201 Bishop Hall
Previous experience required. Completed applications are due 5 p.m. Friday, March 7.
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Men’s tennis ready for Texas road trip to
SMU and Baylor
BY DYLAN RUBINO
djrubino@go.olemiss.edu

The Ole Miss men’s tennis
team is now in the win column and hopes to build off its
strong match against Southern Miss when it travels to
Waco, Texas, this weekend to
face SMU and Baylor.
Just like last match, the
Rebels will have had nearly
two weeks off to be fresh and
ready for this crucial road trip.
Baylor is ranked No. 7 in the
nation and owns a 7-2 overall record, going 6-0 at home
this season. The Bears are
coming off losses against two
strong teams in No. 2 USC
and No. 5 Oklahoma after
starting their season 7-0. The
three most impressive wins for
the Bears came against No. 8
Texas A&M, No. 28 Auburn
and Purdue.
SMU has also played good
competition but has only a
5-4 record to show for it. All
of their losses came against
ranked teams, which include
Texas, Drake, Texas A&M
and Wisconsin. The Rebels
are looking forward to playing
such great competition.
“They traditionally have always had a strong team, and
this year is no exception,”

said head coach Billy Chadwick about playing SMU.
“Baylor is a top-five-in-thenation team, especially on
their home court. It will be a
big challenge for us, and we’re
looking forward to it.”
Despite the 7-0 sweep
against Southern Miss, the
Rebel Netters dropped to No.
26 in the ITA rankings. Without their No. 1 player, junior
Nik Scholtz, the Rebels dominated the match from start to
finish.
The key for the Rebels two
weeks ago was to win the doubles point, which they took
care of for the first time this
season.
Having Scholtz back for this
Texas road trip will be huge
for the Rebels because it puts
their rotation back to where
the team plans it to be, with
Scholtz leading off in singles
and paired with senior Johan
Backstrom in doubles. The
return of Scholtz also helps
put more experience on the
court and less pressure on the
younger and less experienced
members of the team.
For continuing coverage of
Ole Miss men’s tennis, follow @
drubino11 and @thedm_sports on
Twitter.

FILE PHOTO( IGNACIO MURILLO ) | The Daily Mississippian

Nik Scholtz celebrates after winning his match during the 2014 ITA Kickoff Weekend
against Michigan

Hey You!
Make the most of each day.
Read The Daily Mississippian
in print and online.

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day in advance.
The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is in session except during the summer session which is Tuesday through Thursday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL 662.915.5503
APARTMENT FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR RENT Oxford MS,
close to Ole Miss, sublet; “The Connection” apartments, 2 bed, $554 + electric,
(601)572-0883

LARGE 2 BEDROOM/ 2.5 BATH townhouse with W/D included. No pets. 1
Year lease. Quiet. $500 security deposit. Call (662)234-0000

THE PARK AT OXFORD now leasing
for fall. 2BR/1BA like new condo with
all appliances, W/D, pool, fitness room.
$900 per month ($450 per person) including cable, internet, water, sewer
services. 662-816-4293
1BEDROOM AVAILABLE NOW Rare
availability 1bedroom 1bath European
loft style unit. Located in the heart of
downtown Oxford. Walking distance to
Square and campus. Call now for details. 662-234-4144.
TWO BDRM, TWO BATH at The Mark.
Ceramic and hardwood floors. Includes
major appliances, water, internet, and
TV cable. $895/ month. (662)456-6226
TIRED OF ROOMMATES 1 bedroom
1 bath with study 2950 S. Lamar.
Single Student Occupancy only. Available May, June or August $435 month
(662)832-0117

HOUSE FOR RENT
3 BED PET FRIENDLY

Saddle Crk/ Shiloh/ Willow Oaks
$1050mo/$350pp. New Paint/ trim/
carpet-Close to Campus/ fenced yards.
Pics // FriendUs @facebook.com/
oxford.rentals1 (843)338-1436

BEST LOCATION IN OXFORD! 3 BR/2
BA House, 1 block from the Square and
2 blocks from Campus. $2250/ month
call 662-816-0268 for more info.
NICE 3 BDR 2.5BATH in Eagle Point.
2 car garage, fenced in back yard, gas
fire place, many amenities. Mature Students. Available August $1200. 662832-0117.
3BR/3BA BRAND NEW HOMES available for rent: includes stainless steel
appliances, ice maker, ceramic tile
floors, security systems, and large walk
in closets, covered patio with porch
swing, cable and internet included in
rent. Limited availability. Call (662)2367736 or (662)832-2428.

CONDO FOR RENT
OXFORD SQUARE TOWNHOMES
now leasing for summer/ fall. 2BR/1.5BA
like new condo with all appliances, W/
D, swimming pool. Walking distance to
campus and new law school. $400 per
bed space including water and sewer.
662-816-3955
CONDOS FOR RENT INTERNET AND
CABLE INCLUDED. CONTACT WILL
GUEST AT OXFORD PROPERTY
GROUP (662)832-3987

OLE MISS SPORTS INFORMATION

Morris
finishes
strong
MOBILE, Ala. – Junior Blake
Morris fired a 1-under par 71 to
lead Ole Miss in the third and final
round of the Mobile Bay Intercollegiate Tuesday at Magnolia Grove
Crossings Golf Course.
Morris carded a three-round
total of 214 and tied for eighth
overall with Charlie Bull of Akron
and Cory Gaylord of Memphis, en
route to his third top-10 finish this
season.
Sophomore Connor Davis was
tied for seventh place after the
first two rounds of play, but had to
withdraw due to illness.
“I am really proud of our players today,” head coach Ernest Ross
said. “We only had four players
today after Connor Davis got the
stomach flu during his round yesterday and couldn’t go today. I was
a little worried we might not have
the four players needed for a team
score, which would result in a last
place finish. The four guys today
played really well knowing they
had pressure on them. Blake Morris had another good finish. I am
proud of his effort and discipline.”
Sophomore Forrest Gamble
notched a 26th-place finish, posting a 221 tournament total. Junior
Joe Lewis finished eight-over par
and tied for 47th place. Freshman
Drew Comer, who was competing
in his first tournament, posted a
three-round total of 228 and tied
for 57th.
After starting the day in seventh,
the Rebels finished the tournament
in sixth place. The team posted a
three-round score of 11-over 875.
No. 27 Auburn claimed the tournament title.
In the individual tournament,
freshman Ben Wolcott tied for 12th
place with a 14-over 227. Sophomore Chris Ingham finished in a
tie for 22nd place, carding a 20over 233.
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM 2.5 BATH
1.3 miles to campus. Major appliances,
water/ sanitation included. Ceramic and
carpet floors, gas fire place, 2 car carport, $830 month (662)832-0117

WEEKEND RENTAL
WEEKEND RENTALS Coming to Oxford for a weekend? Check with Kay before you call a hotel! www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WERE LOOKING FOR leaders who
would like to pursue their goals this
year in a global market! Over 30 countries and growing. Who do you buy your
lattes and mochas from? What about
green, red, black teas? Where do you
get your hot chocolate from? Energetic
Coffee & Teas! We want your business!
Free samples 800-733-6945.

MISCELLANEOUS
PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Testing, Limited Ultrasounds,
Facts, Options, and Support. No insurance required. Free and Confidential.
www.pregnancyoxford.com (662)2344414
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Lady Rebs to face Texas A&M at home tonight
BY BROWNING STUBBS
bbstubbs@go.olemiss.edu

To no one’s surprise, the
second half of games has
been miserable for the Ole
Miss women’s basketball
team (10-16, 1-11 Southeastern Conference). Losers of
its last six conference games,
Ole Miss has been outscored
in every game. The Rebels let
chances against LSU, Florida
and Tennessee all slip away
because of big plays and runs
allowed during the second
half of those games.
Yet another ranked team
will be coming into town tonight in the No. 16 Texas
A&M Aggies (20-6, 10-2
SEC).
This will be a tough challenge for Ole Miss, as Texas
A&M has been a premier defensive team this season. The
Aggies allow an SEC thirdbest 56.8 points per game,
while the Rebels rank last,

giving up 76.9 points per
game. However, the Rebels
score 73.7 points compared
to the Aggie’s 68.4 scoring offense. Defense will definitely
be key for the Rebels.
There is more to this matchup than just the actual game
itself. The Ole Miss women’s
basketball team will partner
with Baptist Memorial Hospital for its annual Tickled Pink
at the Tad Pad game. The
Rebels will wear special pink
uniforms and shoes, and all
fans are encouraged to wear
pink to support the cause.
Tipoff is set for 6 p.m. at
the Tad Pad.
Impact Players
Texas A&M: Sophomore
shooting guard Courtney
Walker is primed to become
one of the best guards in the
SEC for years to come. After being named to the SEC
All-Freshman Team in 2013,
Walker has responded by

Women’s tennis hosts
Lipscomb, Memphis
BY NICK ELEY

njeley@go.olemiss.edu

The Ole Miss women’s tennis
team will play host to Lipscomb
and Memphis this weekend in its
last matches before Southeastern
Conference play opens. These
matches will also be the first outdoor matches this year for the
Rebels.
On Friday, the Rebels will face
Lipscomb at noon and at 4 p.m.
On Sunday, they will face the
No. 32-ranked Memphis Tigers
at noon. The Rebels are currently No. 34 in the rankings.
The Rebels last played on Feb.
1, a match in which they shut
out the Jacksonville State Gamecocks. It was the team’s third
shutout of the season.
Rebel head coach Mark Bey-

ers is taking aim at his 150th win
as the Rebels’ head coach, and
200th overall head coaching victory this weekend.
Lipscomb is 5-2 so far on the
season. They last played against
Austin Peay, winning 4-3. Their
two losses this year have come
at the hands of two other Tennessee schools, Tennessee-Chattanooga and Middle Tennessee
State.
Memphis is led by 99th-ranked
Stefanie Mikesz, who will look to
challenge Caroline Rohde-Moe,
who is ranked 87th nationally.
The Rebels shut out the Tigers
in their last meeting in 2009.
For continuing coverage of Ole Miss
women’s tennis, follow @thedm_sports
on Twitter.

leading her team in scoring
with over 14 points and almost three assists per game.
Ole Miss: Senior point guard
Valencia McFarland plays
her heart out each and every
night. With just two home
games remaining, McFarland
is eager to get a couple more
wins under her belt as the
schedule gets a little bit easier for the Rebels. Although
Walker will be a tough defensive assignment, McFarland
definitely has the speed and
quickness to keep up with her.
One stat to look out for is assists. McFarland ranks second
in the SEC with 6.4 assists per
game, only 0.4 behind Texas
A&M sophomore point guard
Jordan Jones.
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss women’s basketball follow
@browningstubbs and @thedm_
sports on Twitter.
FILE PHOTO (JARED BURLESON) | The Daily Mississippian

Shequila Joseph goes up for a shot during the Tennessee game Feb 6.
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Ole Miss defeats UT-Martin 6-0

SEE GAME RECAP ON PAGE 9
PHOTOS BY IGNACIO MURILLO
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